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Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed assumed the office of president in 2004 after his father,
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, passed away. Sheikh Nahyan was elected in 2009 to a
second five-year term.
Before becoming president, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed had been named deputy
commander of the UAE Armed Forces in May 1976.
Sheikh Khalifa also became the head of the Supreme Petroleum Council in the late
1980s. Additionally, he was the chairman of the Environmental Research and Wildlife
Development Agency
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HIGHLIGHTS

UAE President H.H Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan passes away on 13th
May 2022.
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
the second President of the United
Arab Emirates and 16th ruler of Abu
Dhabi, has passed away at age 73 on
Friday.
Sheikh Nahyan, whose full name is
Khalifa bin Zayed bin Sultan bin Zayed
bin Khalifa bin Shakhbout bin Theyab
bin Issa bin Nahyan bin Falah bin Yas,
is survived by his wife Sheikha Shamsa
bint Suhail Al Mazrouei. He has eight
children.
Born in 1948, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
was raised in Al-Ain and became his
father’s official representative to the
region when the latter became emir in
1966.
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UAE: New whistleblower 'Wajib'
platform launched to report
corruption in Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi Accountability Authority has
launched the violation reporting platform
'Wajib', allowing individuals to
confidentially report financial and
administrative corruption in the UAE
Capital.
The new app aims to promote and
consolidate the principles of integrity,
transparency, accountability and good
governance practices in government and
related entities in order to enhance the
Emirate's position and ensure the health
of its financial and economic systems.
ADAA has launched the 'Wajib' platform
(vrp.adaa.gov.ae) through which
confidential reports of instances of
financial and administrative corruption
that come under the jurisdiction of the
Authority can be made.
The Abu Dhabi Accountability Authority is
responsible for promoting accountability,
transparency and integrity across the
Emirate's government entities, institutions
or companies - whether local or
international - in which the government
has a vested interest of over 25 per cent.
The reports can be submitted through the
platform by anyone who witnesses
unlawful or damaging practices that
undermine the integrity of the
government, including employees,
customers and suppliers of or to
government related entities in Abu Dhabi.

Easy to use

The Wajib platform is accessible and easy
to use, and has been designed to be
inclusive for all members of society,
conforming with rules and regulations in
terms of protecting anyone who witnesses
and reports wrongdoing in efforts to
support national actions against
corruption.
The platform is also specifically designed
to maintain the highest levels of privacy
and confidentiality of all reported data, as
well as personal information of individuals
who come forward with information that
reveals any violations or instances of
corruption. 

The Wajib initiative is part of ADAA’s
vision of engaging the community in the
process of reporting financial or
administrative violations, with the aim of
safeguarding public funds and resources.
The project is being pursued by ADAA
through the three key principles that
underpin a structure of integrity in
combating financial and administrative
corruption: impartiality, independence
and operational integrity.

How it works

After confidential reports are received and
reviewed, the person who submitted the
complaint will be contacted to
authenticate the details of the incident,
and he or she will be asked to give some
personal information and verify their
identity by entering a code sent to their
private mobile number, which will have
been registered on the platform during
the complaint process.
A financially and administratively
independent body working directly under
the authority of the office of the Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi, the Abu Dhabi
Accountability Authority (ADAA) is
responsible for promoting the valued
principles of accountability, transparency
and integrity across Abu Dhabi
government departments, employees and
society in general.

Sheikh Mohammed dissolves
tribunal related to Dubai World's
financial disputes

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and
Prime Minister of the UAE, has issued a
decree to dissolve the tribunal related to
the financial settlement of Dubai World
and its subsidiaries.
The tribunal was formed pursuant to
Decree No. (57) of 2009. All cases and
claims filed after Decree No. (20) of 2022
comes into effect will be referred to
specialised courts.
The new decree states that the tribunal
will continue to review all pending cases
and claims during a transition period.
All cases and requests that have not been
resolved by a final judgement before 
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December 13, 2022, will be referred to 
 specialised courts, in line with judicial
legislations in Dubai, without any new
fees being charged.

UAE reaffirms commitment to
strengthen anti-money laundering
regulations to combat financial
crimes

The UAE has reaffirmed its ongoing
commitment and efforts to strengthen its
regulatory framework in relation to anti-
money laundering (AML) and counter
terrorist financing (CFT).
The authorities are continuing to maintain
and implement effective sanctions with
robust screening systems and processes,
to ensure the integrity, safety and security
of the global financial system.
Hamid Al Zaabi, Director General of the
UAE Executive Office for Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter Terrorist
Financing, said, "As a global commercial
hub, the UAE is open to businesses and
entrepreneurs from all over the world. At
the Executive Office for AML/CFT, our
objective is to continuously strengthen
the UAE’s framework for combatting
financial crime." To date, effective
measures and proactive regulatory action
for protecting the nation’s financial
environment have been implemented by
the authorities, including the Central
Bank of the UAE; Securities and
Commodities Authority; Ministry of
Economy; Ministry of Justice; Abu Dhabi
Global Market; and the Dubai Financial
Services Authority, as well as close inter-
agency cooperation. On the regulatory
front, Al Zaabi said, "We are actively
advancing our approach, offering a stable
and effective system of regulation and
enforcement in line with international
standards. We are working with the
business community to ensure they can
comply and thrive in an attractive and
resilient environment."
Talal Mohammed Al Teneiji, Director of
the Executive Office for Control and Non-
Proliferation said, "As a responsible
member of the international community,
the UAE is committed to securing the
stability and integrity of the country’s on 

are being controlled and managed
in the UAE.
have Permanent establishment in
the UAE (UAE source income will
be subject to CT)
earn any UAE source income (UAE
source income will be subject to
CT)

economy through the application of
targeted financial sanctions."

Overview of the corporate tax
public consultation document

On January 31, 2022, the Ministry of
Finance (MoF) announced that the UAE
will introduce the corporate tax on the
taxable profits of the businesses effective
from the financial year starting on or after
June 01, 2023. In continuation of the
finalisation of the UAE corporate tax (CT)
regime, on April 28, 2022, the MoF issued
the public consultation document to seek
the opinion of the stakeholders on the
main features and smooth
implementation of the corporate tax
which would be helpful for the MoF to
receive input from the interested parties
and make informed decisions.
The consultation document is containing
10 sections starting from the introduction
and ending with the administration. In
the first and second sections of the
consultation document, MoF has
highlighted the purpose of issuing the
consultation document and the rationale
behind the issuance of CT regime in the
UAE respectively. In the third section
scope of the corporate tax has been
defined in detail which covers the
application of the corporate tax on the
natural persons, and legal persons. The
businesses exempt from CT, and the
taxability of the businesses located in the
free zones have been discussed in detail. If
the individual is doing any business in the
UAE, which requires a commercial
licence, the income of that individual
from the business will be subject to
corporate tax. A legal person incorporated
in the UAE will be subject to corporate tax
and if the businesses are incorporated out
of the UAE, still their income will be
subject to corporate tax if these
businesses:
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UAE sourced income earned by a
foreign company that is not
attributable to a PE in the UAE of
that foreign company.
Mainland UAE sourced income
earned by a Free Zone Person that
benefits from the zero per cent CT
regime.
Dividends and other profit
distributions made by a Free Zone
Person that benefits from the zero
per cent.

In the eighth section, it has been given
that the zero per cent tax would be
applicable on the taxable income up to
Dh375,000, and any taxable income
beyond Dh375,000 would be subject to
tax at the rate of nine per cent. The zero
per cent withholding tax would apply to
the following domestic and cross border
payments made by the UAE businesses:

The UAE and over 130 other countries
reached an agreement on BEPS 2.0. The
ninth section will cover the proposed
approach by the UAE to respond to BEPS
2.0, and set the basis for the reallocation
of profits from where sales arises and the
requirement for the global minimum tax
of fifteen per cent.
A business subject to CT will need to
register with the FTA and obtain a tax
registration number. Every registered
business will be required to file an annual
tax return and make payment within nine
months from the end of the relevant
financial year, and it has been given in the
last section of the public consultation
document.

The tax on unincorporated
partnerships, joint ventures and
associations of persons depends upon
their presence and liability of their
partners.
The fourth section covers the definition
of residents and non-residents. The
legal persons incorporated in the UAE
will automatically be considered
residents. The foreign companies will
be UAE residents if effectively managed
and controlled in the UAE. The natural
person who is engaged in business or
commercial activity in the UAE will be a
UAE resident. Anyone who is not a
resident will be considered a non-
resident. The residents are taxable
in the UAE on their worldwide income
and non-residents will be subject to tax
in UAE on taxable income of their PE in
the UAE and UAE sourced income.
The fifth section contains the approach
to calculate the taxable income which
states that financial statements profits
calculated as per IFRS will be adjusted
to arrive at the taxable income. In the
sixth section, it has been given that the
UAE resident group of companies can
form a tax group and be treated as a
single taxable person. Moreover, it
covers the conditions to enter into the
tax group. The rules related to the
transfer of losses, group relief and
restructuring relief has been given in
detail. The seventh section highlights
that there would be transfer pricing
rules and transactions between the
related parties would be on an arms-
length basis. Arm length principles and
documents requirement has been
given in this section as well.
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Penalties and exchange of information in the economic substance
regulations

The FTA may impose the penalty maximum within six years from the date violation
was committed but the time to impose the penalty for the offence of providing
inaccurate information is a maximum of 12 months from the date on which the
violation came to the attention of the FTA

As discussed in our previous article, every licensee who earns relevant income from a
relevant activity should submit notification within six months from the end of the
relevant financial year, satisfy the economic substance test and submit the report
within twelve months from the end of the relevant financial year.
Where the licensee conducts relevant activities but has not earned any income during
the financial year, they are liable to submit the notification only, and it is not
compulsory for them to satisfy the Economic Substance test and submit the report. We
have emphasized that exempted licensee is liable to submit the notification only, and
where they fail to submit the notification, they will be treated as a normal licensee and
all provisions of the normal licensee would be applicable to them.
The requirement to satisfy the economic substance test is to comply with the (i)
functional test, (ii) management test and (iii) adequacy test. The adequacy test requires
that the licensee or exempted licensee or third party to whom work has been
outsourced must
have (i) adequate employees, (ii) adequate operating expenditures, and (iii) adequate
physical assets in the state.
There are a lot of regulatory authorities like the central bank, insurance authorities,
security and commodity authorities, ministry of economy, free zone authorities etc. that
have been tasked to regulate the implementation of Economic Substance Regulations
(ESR) in the state. Each regulatory authority collects the notification, report and
relevant supporting documents from the licensee and exempted licensee. The
authority reviews the information to ensure the completeness and correctness of the
documents provided to them. The authority carries out the powers to implement the
decisions of the other authorities like the competent authority [the Ministry of Finance
(MoF) has been named as competent authority] and the national assessing authority
[Federal Tax Authority (FTA) is the national assessing authority]. The regulatory
authority collects information from the licensee or exempted licensee and passes it on
to the FTA within thirty business days of the receipt thereof. The same time period is
applicable If the licensee or the exempted licensee fails to submit the notification, ESR
report and other documents.
The FTA, being a national assessing authority, undertakes an assessment to determine
whether the licensee and exempted licensee have met the ESR test and FTA can make
this assessment maximum within six years after the end of the financial years to which
the test relates. The stipulated time of six years will not be applicable where the
licensee or exempted licensee has done fraud, misrepresentation or gross negligence.
Where the licensee and exempted licensee have not met the ESR test requirement, the
FTA shall impose penalties and provide this information to MoF. The FTA shall hear and
decide on appeals. The FTA shall exercise the powers and functions to implement the
decision of the MoF. The licensee or exempted licensee that is involved in the high-risk
intellectual property business, FTA will collect and provide information about such
licensee or exempted licensee to the MoF.
If the licensee or exempted licensee Intentionally provides inaccurate information or
fails to inform when aware of this inaccurate information a penalty of Dh50,000 would
be applicable by the FTA. In the case of persistent non-compliance, the national
assessing authority may suspend or revoke or not renewed the license.
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The FTA may impose the penalty maximum within six years from the date violation
was committed but the time to impose the penalty for the offence of providing
inaccurate information is a maximum of 12 months from the date on which the
violation came to the attention of the FTA. Where the licensee or the exempted
licensee has committed fraud and the national assessing authority fails to impose
penalties in the stipulated time, the above timeline would not be applicable.

Dubai leads creative economy
FDI rankings, attracts nearly Dh51
billion in 5 years

Dubai consolidated its status as a global
cultural hub and investment destination,
ranking first in the MENA region and
second in the world in attracting foreign
direct investment (FDI) in the cultural and
creative industries (CCI) in 2021, it was
announced on Sunday.
The emirate attracted 233 new projects in
the sector, surpassing other major cities
such as New York, Singapore and Berlin.
The Dubai FDI Monitor report was based
on data from the Financial Times’ ‘fDi
Markets,’ a leading data source on
greenfield FDI projects.
The sector’s estimated value of FDI capital
flows topped Dh4.9 billion in 2021, and has
touched Dh50.9 billion across 787 projects
in the five-year period from 2017 to 2021,
revealed Sheikha Latifa bint Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Chairperson of
the Dubai Culture and Arts Authority
(Dubai Culture) and member of the Dubai
Council.
In terms of the number of new jobs in the
creative economy, Dubai held on to its top
rank regionally and fourth globally with
6,204 new jobs created from FDI.
“These results reflect the maturity and
stability of the investment environment in
the emirate’s creative economy. Dubai has
created outstanding FDI opportunities in
the sector by building a robust ecosystem
and an advanced business-enabling
infrastructure for creative entrepreneurs.”

A magnet for FDI

According to the Dubai FDI Monitor
report, FDI projects during 2017-21 created
32,542 new jobs. Dubai ranks fifth globally
in terms of projects, eighth in terms of FDI
capital flows into the creative economy,
and fourth in terms of jobs created during 

the past five years, data from Financial
Times Ltd ‘fdi Markets’ shows. “Dubai’s
success in continuously enhancing the
well-being of its citizens, residents, and
visitors and elevating the quality of
services provided to them has raised the
global creative community’s confidence in
the emirate and made it a preferred
global business, lifestyle, and
entertainment destination,” Sheikha Latifa
said.
According to data, greenfield FDI
accounted for 71 per cent of the total FDI
projects in Dubai’s cultural and creative
industries in 2021, followed by mergers
and acquisitions projects (12 per cent),
reinvestment FDI projects (9 per cent),
new forms of investments (5 per cent) and
joint venture (2 per cent).

Futuristic global hub

“2021 witnessed increased inflows of FDI
capital into Dubai’s creative economy
despite the pandemic, which reflects the
emirate’s flexibility and readiness to face
all challenges, nurture talent and help
businesses maintain their stability,
sustainability and competitiveness,” Hala
Badri, Director General of Dubai Culture,
said.
“At Dubai Culture, we continue to work to
enhance Dubai’s position on the global
creative economy map and support and
attract talent by developing mechanisms,
strategies, legislative frameworks,
regulations and policies that ensure ease
of doing business in creative fields. We
also continue to explore partnerships with
government, semi-government and
private entities, experts, consultants, and
creative sector representatives to create
new opportunities that ensure prosperity
for all. We endeavour to consolidate the
emirate’s position as a global destination
for investment in the cultural and creative
industries.”
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UAE jobs: Sheikh Mohammed announces unemployment insurance
for workers

The scheme will offer a cash amount for a limited period of time.

A new insurance scheme announced in the UAE will protect employees against job loss.

Taking to Twitter after chairing a UAE Cabinet meeting on Monday, the UAE Vice-
President said the unemployment insurance scheme will offer a cash amount for a
limited period of time to the insured person who suddenly loses his/her job.
The system will be implemented through insurance packages. An insured employee will
be compensated for a certain period of time till he or she finds another job.
“The aim is to enhance the competitiveness of the labour market in the UAE, protect
employees and establish a stable work environment,” tweeted His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and
Ruler of Dubai.
The law aims to enhance the competitiveness of Emiratis in the job market, as well as
“attract the best international talent to the UAE”.
Sheikh Mohammed or his office did not announce further details about the scheme.
According to the International Labour Organization, unemployment insurance schemes
are implemented in both emerging and advanced economies to protect employed
individuals against the risk of job loss.
The UAE’s move is the latest in a string of reforms announced in recent months to attract
and retain global talents. A five-year Green Visa announced recently to attract skilled
professionals, freelancers, investors and entrepreneurs offers longer flexible grace periods
that reach up to six months to stay in the country after the residence permit is cancelled
or expired.
The country has also introduced a job-seekers’ visa, allowing foreigners to come to the
country specifically to seek employment.
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INTERNATIONAL FREE ZONE AUTHORITY
(IFZA)
Located in the heart of Dubai, IFZA is set to become an
important investment hub within the developing
economy of the United Arab Emirates. As a world class
Free Zone, IFZA offers a highly customized approach
combined with effective international service standards
and cost-effective solutions.

100% ownership of commercial enterprises
100% repatriation of capital and profit
100% import and export tax exemptions
No personal income tax

What IFZA offers

IFZA provides competitive Free Zone License packages,
fast and efficient incorporation and an expert team with
up-to-date knowledge on rules and regulations to ensure
that your client’s business foundation is laid in a timely
and secure manner.

Consultancy License
Service License
Trading License
General Trading License
Industrial License
Holding License

IFZA presents several license options that can effectively serve small local to large international
businesses:

Commercial Real Estate Solutions

OFFICES: Choose from a wide range of modern office solutions, tailored specifically to your
requirements. Shared office space, private and executive offices.

COMMUNITY FEATURES: IFZA is located inside a vibrant community that offers a range of
residential, shopping and entertainment options.

HOTEL: World renown 5-star hotel brand with modern facilities, as a central oasis of the
community.

RETAIL: Several quality and spacious retail outlet options, to select brands.

How Perspective can help you?
Perspective Tax Consultant is an authorized partner of IFZA. They have helped number of clients
in setting up new businesses in IFZA. They will be happy to give you the advice that you need and
help you in setting up your business.

Please send your business setup queries at info@perspectiveconsultant.com or
contact us at +971 50 907 9347
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A safe and business-friendly legal framework for Licensees
Full flexibility for IFZA license upgrades or downgrades
IFZA licenses can accommodate a flexible number of visas, subject to authority approval
Residency visas are valid for 3 years
Residency visas available to shareholders and employees
A rapidly growing business network of registered companies from all over the world




